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70%

of the top 10 market caps are now Digital companies

90%

of the world data was created over the last 2 years

50%

of the Fortune 500 which disappeared from the list since 2000
pointed Digital as the main reason

7.5Bn
connected things in 2017

PREFACE
Our world is undergoing one of its most exciting and
dramatic moments of transformation ever. Digitization
is likely to go down in the history of mankind as a
major milestone that led us to revisit the way we
interact with our environment, our past and our future,
like the invention of writing or printing.
In this context, being a leader in an established legacy company is
not a comfortable position. Many have already suffered, if not failed
outright in this context of drastic transformation of society. Famous
examples like Kodak, which underestimated the speed of change
in imaging technologies in the late 90s, or Blockbuster, the leading
US DVD rental business that fell from $5.9 billion in sales in 2004
to bankruptcy in less than 10 years, demonstrate the magnitude of
change and the risks it creates for every business.
"Try to hack yourself, because someone else is already trying to do the
same from his garage” should be the motto of every industry leader:
whether you are building airplanes, cars, railway networks or operating
energy networks, inventing and manufacturing drugs, etc., no one will be
spared by the digital revolution.
Today’s top 10 companies by market capitalization, with 7 digital natives,
stand out as a perfect demonstration that we are living a major era of
digital change.
So how can we take advantage of change in today’s world?
With a business that spans across 11 different industries from Aerospace
to Banking, Altran sees this digital transformation through a very
particular prism. Segmenting such a profound transformation is a
challenge in itself. Looking at the projects in which we participate with
our clients, we tend to identify three major levers and dynamics for the
integration of digital technologies in companies.
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The first and most ubiquitous in terms of media coverage is definitely
the transformation of customer experiences. Rapid adoption of
digital devices by the public created an exceptional multiplication of
touchpoints. This has led to unsuspected complexity in the management
of customer experiences, and the development of brand new strategies,
tools, and professions. Marketing automation, Community management,
Retargetting, Chatbots; Phygital customer journey and the list goes on:
experience management is dramatically more elaborate now than it was
10 years ago, and excellence in its design and orchestration has become
a major focus for differentiation and profit.

“Profit is the payment you get when you take advantage
of change,” - Joseph Schumpeter
Beyond this reinvention of interfaces, a more fundamental lever to take
advantage of the emerging digital landscape is to reinvent companies’
core business models. The products & services being distributed
today still come for the most part from a pre-digital world. Once cars
are fully autonomous, what will become of car manufacturers? What
about taxis? Insurance companies? Roadside motels? In the age of
telemedicine and connected medical devices, how does the healthcare
ecosystem reorganize? How can patients best take part in the medicine
of tomorrow? This type of question applies to all sectors and industries
and should be addressed by anyone looking to maintain or develop
competitive separation in the long term.
The digital transformation may be a silent revolution when it comes to
companies’ operations and ways of working. Industry 4.0 is attracting
a lot of attention and is indeed a key driver for modernization of
manufacturing operations, but one should not underestimate the impact
of digital technologies throughout all other functions of business. As
the leader in Engineering & R&D services, we see particularly well how
digital technologies are enhancing, and sometimes disrupting research
and development activities. Not to mention supply chains, aftersales
services, finance, communications: the corporate world is now digital and
its operations need to adapt to capture the extra efficiency and creativity
that create or sustain competitive separation.
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Reinventing customer experiences, revisiting core value propositions and
optimizing operations: those are the three keys to unlock value from the
digital technologies. The leaders of today need to address those three
tracks together if they want to remain the leaders of tomorrow!

Pascal Brier
Senior Executive Vice-President, Altran
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75

It took 75 years before Telephone connect 100 Million users

10x

faster, Internet reached 100M users in about 7 years

37x

faster the apple appstore reached 100M users in about 2 years

70x

quicker: Candy Crush reached 100M users in 1 year & 3 months

"They always say time
changes things, but you
actually have to change
them yourself"
Andy Warhol,
artist
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THE TECHNOLOGY AVALANCHE
There was no such thing as a Digital Big Bang. The
digitization of our world should rather be compared to
an avalanche: it is rapid, it is violent, it can have multiple
tracks, it does not turn back.

This avalanche started a while ago and is still accelerating and changing
direction, making it even more difficult to head in the right path:
- Several digital technologies are already mature and widespread:
mobile, connectivity (8 billion mobile connections reported in 2017),
cloud, computing power and analytics (a Samsung Galaxy S5 is 10
times more powerful than the Deep Blue Supercomputer which
defeated Kasparov in the mythic chess challenge);
- The next wave of technologies is already emerging: Artificial
Intelligence, Autonomous driving and flying vehicles, Augmented or
Virtual Realities, Additive Layer Manufacturing and Blockchain are just
some of the incubating new technologies that may disrupt the digital
economy even further.
We see four fundamental tracks in the avalanche of digital
technologies.
......

Computing & Connectivity have become commodities
With 7.5 billion connected objects in 2017, and between 20 & 50
billion expected in 2020, the impact of IoT on the economy could reach
$11.1 trillion by 2025. The development of 5G and edge architectures
support the deployment of a growing number of use cases throughout
industries as technologies for data collection, processing and storage
progresses exponentially.
......

Machines are becoming smart
Correlated with the progress of networks, storage and the Cloud, we
are entering a true world of Data proliferation: with 2,5 quintillion bytes
of Data (a quintillion is 1 to the 18th power) produced everyday, the
amount and complexity of Data has become such that we need the help of
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machines just to handle it. Meanwhile, these machines have seen a dramatic
increase in their processing power, and are now accessing new capabilities to
understand their environment through computer vision, natural language
processing, and advanced robotics. Our world is already augmented by
a wide number of Artificial Narrow Intelligences which assist us in our daily
lives, providing recommendations in media content consumption, traffic
management, or automated machine configurations; intense industry focus
and financing abundance in artificial intelligence are paving the way for radical
disruptions and larger scale transformation, from autonomous transportation
systems to medecine revolution.
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Multiple realities
The ways we interact with machines, information, and each other
has already been transformed in many ways. The rise of augmented
and virtual reality technologies is already enabling a variety of new
experiences and ways of working, while emerging interface principles
& technologies, such as Brain Computer Interfaces or 0 UI are already
promising a new generation of digital interactions.
......

In Digital we (need to) trust
As digital technologies penetrate ever deeper into the economy,
cyberattacks have become an existential threat. With an average
data breach cost of $4 million, hacking attempts are prospering –
600 million new malware are identified every quarter – and growing
more sophisticated. (Denial of Service, Exploit Kits, etc.). As a result,
cybersecurity is becoming a major focus for systems of operations as well
as product engineering itself – what’s the use of a progress if you can’t
trust it?
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7s

The average attention span of humans has decreased to 7s.
The first impression is formed in 50 milliseconds

91%

Improvement in customer retention thanks to Integrated
Omni-channel experiences

85%

Of customers relationship will be managed without interacting
with a human by 2020

81%

Of customers are ready to pay more for better experience

75%

Of companies consider themselves customer-centric - 30% of
customers agree!

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
REINVENTED

There is only one boss-the customer.
And he can fire everybody in the
company from the chairman on
down, simply by spending his money
somewhere else.
Sam Walton,
founder of Walmart
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MEET ONE OF US:
OLIVIER SAIGNES
My name is Olivier Saignes, head of Digital
Transformation Solutions for Altran France. Crazy
about computer, Internet and new techs impacts on
our society, I would say that I have been dealing with
digital transformation since ever.

How would define digital transformation?
Digital Transformation is a mandatory adaptation to the new context
created by the convergence of three main trends: the dissemination of
organisation model networks and platforms, an amazing technological
effervescence and massive funding.
In which area do you see solutions changing the way your clients
manage their customer experiences?
Digital solutions are changing all the areas of our clients' activities: R&D,
Engineering, Manufacturing, Information systems, Go to market, human
resources... Looking specifically at Customer Experience, even if digital
marketing is already an old story that can be considered as a mature digital
activity; for many, it still represents a big transformation. Taking into account
all the moments and channels in the client life cycle as touch points to
provide a consistent, personalized and qualitative experience based on
data and analytics still remains a challenge. And new channels, new ways to
request, new tools, new challenges appear every day.
What would you say is the most wide-spread and most inaccurate
myth about Digital Transformation ?
Probably the idea conveyed by the word transformation itself.
Transformation seems to mean a movement from point A to point B. In fact
Digital Transformation is a complete change of mindset, a radical change
of Operating System. It is complex and it takes time.
Which tech or family of tech do you consider as the most
transformative so far? And for the future?
The way our children will interact with machines, request information,
make purchases, drive, manage a sports match, choose an investment,
16 - Customer relationships
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cultivate land, or produce energy will be drastically different than today.
Combinated with blockchain or 5G, amazing perspectives are opening.
What is the project that you are the most proud of?
I am proud to have been a member of the multi-skills team that produced
the Engie Operations Digital Transformation Strategy. A fantastic and
frantic three months mission to deliver a roadmap explaining why, where
and how Digital could transform Engie's way to produce energy. But we are
also proud to help a french region to think its attractiveness in the digital
area or to support leading automotive OEM affirm their leadership in the
spare-parts distribution.
What do you think is the most difficult challenge in making Digital
Transformation real today?
The most difficult is to deploy Digital transformation at scale. For two
reasons: first, all the proof of Concept and all the MVP's of the world need
big enablers to deliver their full value. And those big enablers (digital
services platforms, full data driven process, etc…) are complex and take a
long time to build.

Internet and mobile communications have changed our
lives, it seems obvious today that big data and analytics
disrupt everything. And we are just at the beginning!
Second, Digital Transformation at scale requires a profound change
of habits and mindset. At scale, Digitization solutions go through the
full deployment of digital continuums: corporate organization, vision
of extended product lifecycle, data-driven companies, customer
experience, go to market, integrated information systems and digital
services platforms…
What would be your top 3 recommendations to succeed in digital
transformation projects?
Think Human. Think Value. Then think Techno
If your dreams come true, which digital technology will soon be invented?
Something that will go with Artificial Intelligence: Artificial Common
Sense. Because it is easy to forget ethics and common sense in such a
revolutionary context.
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BUILDING LOYALTY WITH
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Geoffrey Schwartz is a Strategy Director and CX Co-Lead
at frog in New York. In the following article, he shares his
views on the importance of customer experiences, and
how to transform them into meaningful relationships.

A company’s customer experience, or CX, is the sum of all the
interactions they have with their customers over time. This includes
interactions with their websites, applications, social media handles —
even the news articles where they’re referenced.

Amidst increased competition, CX helps businesses stand out
Too often, the customer experience is not a defined strategy, but an
accidental result of a company’s culture, process or technology. This
leaves customers with interactions that feel meaningless, inconsistent
or frustrating, like having to recite the same story to a customer service
agent multiple times, or being rushed through an on-boarding process
without getting important questions answered. Interactions like these leave
customers questioning a company’s commitment to their relationship and
send them looking for alternatives.
As competition increases and customer empowerment continues to grow,
CX may be the only way to help your business stand out.
......

Making memories builds trust
A great customer experience, like a great relationship, is based on
trust and meaningful, consistent interactions. Memorable moments
created by the company, and the willingness to commit to developing
that relationship are what builds trust.

Choosing the right framework to define and evaluate the CX
A great customer experience requires a company to truly empathize with
and get to know their customers, as well as be just as committed to
serving their needs as they are their own. After all, how can you build a
relationship with someone you barely know?
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There is a relationship framework frog uses. It’s based on three factors:
breadth, depth and consistency. First off, a great CX has breadth, which
involves many interactions across the end-to-end customer journey.
Second, it has depth, which is the quality and meaning behind those
interactions. Third is consistency, the cohesive feeling and promise driving
each interaction. Take Apple, for example. Their breadth includes a myriad
of products and services; there is a meaningful level of depth to the quality
and experience associated with each, leading to an experience that is
consistently Apple.
......

Overcoming Internal Hurdles to Deliver
Great CX requires a vision that understands customers and their rising
demands. Personalized products and services, same day shipping
options and hassle-free customer service interactions are no longer
simply delightful, they’re expected.

Creating an actionable CX strategy across the organization
Making this strategy real requires clearly laid out organizational plans that
will be necessary to consistently meet those expectations.
Companies who continue to operate in silos, focus on only one part of
the customer journey (and fail to consider the entire experience), or let
company culture get in the way of customer value, will eventually see a
negative impact to their market share.
While it may seem complex, at its core customer experience is really
about relationships. The more cohesive and meaningful a company’s
customer experience is, the more likely that customers will stick with that
brand and build a trusting, long-term relationship. Today, to create and
keep customers, companies need to not only understand their customer
experience, but proactively design and manage it.
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DIGITAL CABINS: 5 WAYS IT WILL REVOLUTIONIZE
THE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Adama Dolo, Head of Expertise Center “Digital Cabin and Connected
Aircraft” and Amel Meddah, Marketing Manager for the Aerospace, Defense
and Railway industries at Altran highlight how digital transformation pushes
back the limits of the possible regarding flight’s experience.

......

Bridging the gap between dreams and reality
Expectations of airline passengers are more and more shaped by their
experiences in other sectors. Because of that, airlines increasingly need
to tune into the customer from a holistic perspective when designing
the passenger experience.

A new deal with customers
Specific customer needs are overlooked
Most aviation experiences are designed foremost for business or first-class
passengers. Aviation companies do not design equally for all customers,
especially as the level of service on flights diminished because of higher
costs and greater competition.
Fragmented experience
In recent years, most major airlines have turned to increased product
fragmentation in an effort to drive unit revenue. It is presented by airlines
as a boon for passengers and as a way to make money.
Key players’ investments to improve cabin experiences
High-quality inflight entertainment and, increasingly, communications,
have become central to the passenger experience. It provides a great
opportunity for promotion and ancillary revenue generation to airlines.
Consumers are demanding speed, mobility and control during travel.
It drives Aircraft Manufacturers and Airlines to invest in necessary
infrastructure, technology standards and operating models.
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A full digital journey
Different areas will contribute to improve the passenger experience
and make flying like a unique experience.

The four projects behind the digital passenger experience
On-demand
The “smart plane” of the future will boast a turbo network that fuels
possibly hundreds of smart devices on board.
Real-time
The ability to be connected on the ground and increasingly up in the air
will allow passengers to be in the know about the progress of their journey
in real-time.
Door-to-door experience
Connected airlines of the future will extend services across the entire
trip – from the moment you leave home to the moment you arrive at your
destination. Airlines will thus be able to engage with the customer by
helping them prepare for their time at the airport.
Aircraft operations and cabin improvement
Automatically shared information will speed up issue resolution while
sensors use will help crew members to stay more attuned to flyers’ needs.
Altran
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Bridging the gap between dreams and reality
Aircraft integrators, airlines, and cabin interior suppliers are
collaborating with automotive suppliers to revitalize cabins with fresh
visions and styling techniques.

Bringing technology into the cabin
Personalized inflight entertainment
Mobile working in tandem with built-in in-flight entertainment can be truly
transformative with personal devices becoming gateways to a whole range
of up-in-the-air services.
Virtual reality
Providing a nice, relaxing atmosphere in a cramped metal tube is always
going to be a challenge, but moves are afoot to improve that.
Perfect airline seat
Imagine boarding a place with a seat recognizing who you are, how you
like to sit, what is your playlist and what you were watching at home before
coming to the airport.
Sensory experiences
Cabin interiors could be improved, so that lighting, heating and cooling
work together to create a more natural environment and enable customers
to better regulate their body rhythm and reduce jet lag.
22 - Customer relationships
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70%

of CEOs put Innovation as their top priority….but only 16% of them
believe their company is stronger than peers in innovation

15%

of all new car sold will be fully autonomous with a selflearning AI by 2030

1Bn

lines of code in a level 5 autonomous car : that is half of
Google’s entire code base

75%

patients will use digital services by 2020
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THINK AGAIN

Nothing is Impossible.
The word itself says I'm Possible
Audrey Hepburn,
actress
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MEET ONE OF US:
BORJA BATURONE
My name is Borja, I am leading Altran ID, the Altran
World Class Center for Innovation and Design helping
clients to innovate and design better experiences and
solutions. Currently, this is done primarily in the digital
world, as this is the arena where our customers have to
innovate better and faster.

What is your definition of Digital transformation?
In a broad sense, it is the transformation of the way we do business,
forced or enabled by strong forces such as new disruptive technologies,
increasing new customer expectations, and therefore giving rise to new
business models.
For organizations which were not 'born digital', adapting to this
transformation is a long journey. For the 'digital-born' organizations, who
are leading the transformation, it is not a problem. At the end of the day, it’s
Darwinism: adaptation to change, now being broader, easier, and faster.
In which area do you see Digital solutions changing the way your
clients enviasge their products and services?
Digital technologies have not only opened new possibilities of services
and business, they have removed almost all barriers in space and time.
With digital, newness spreads at accelerated pace throughout the globe.
Newcomers are making their ways in markets with new value propositions
that disrupt long established value chains and legacy companies are
forced to revisit their value propositions and business models. Integrating
this context and developing agile innovation management is not the least
of the challenges they face.
What would you say is the most wide-spread and most inaccurate
myth about Digital Transformation ?
That technology is the main driver… it is an essential enabler that makes
it possible to fulfil the needs of customers and companies. The key is
understanding those fast evolving needs, and mastering the techniques to
put solutions in place.
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Which tech or family of tech do you consider as the most
transformative so far? And for the future?
There are plenty of them!
Of course the ones that enable the creation of platforms that disintermediate businesses, putting the offer and demand in contact for any
service, continuously learning to personalize and adapt-- this is one of the
bases of digital transformation… Therefore, all the tech that enables the
creation of state-of-the-art solutions to create a better experience for all
participants in those platforms' ecosystems, automating operations as
much as we can, are absolutely key. This includes software development
with a special focus on UX/UI, HMIs in general, etc... Big Data has already
changed many industries, but coupled with Artificial Intelligence, it can
really drive us to other dimensions …
Another set of big disruptions in business will also come from Blockchain
technologies, as they will be able to disintermediate anything with
centralized information: records, transactions, etc.

I’ve heard that the next big innovation will not come from
humans directly, but from AI, and I believe we’re not far
from that.
What do you think is the most difficult challenge in making Digital
Transformation real today?
I think it’s the culture of the non-born digital companies, especially their
top executives. There are specific ways of working that can give you a
competitive advantage in the digital arena - like putting people at the
center of everything - that are key to success in making and delivering the
important promises to your clients, and to attract and retain the talent
you need. If you fail, you're at a competitive disadvantage. Some ways of
working are very different from what is done in more “classical” models.
Acknowledging the transfer of power from companies to their clients/users
is essential for this.
Within this culture, I also include some important values linked to Social
Responsibility. which organizations must embrace.This has to be genuine,
as unfiltered information going through social networks will make it
impossible to “lie” in the long run.
Another is a company's organization: the silo-based hierarchical
organization coming from the Roman military is not well suited for
managing digital businesses. The “typical” departments have to be re-
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thought, even the department concept itself. I’ll give you one example:
who is managing the customer experience? Is it Marketing, Sales,
Customer management, Operations, IT, … ? All of them have a key role
in ensuring the best customer experience… How are they integrated and
seamlessly managed to ensure the best customer experience?
What do you think are the top 3 recommendations to succeed in
digital transformation projects?
- People first (clients, collaborators, prescriptors, etc.)
- Always understand them better than they do themselves!
- Embrace change, and therefore flexibility, coupled with very robust
operations. Being able to quickly change a product, service, or a
business model, does not mean they have to be very robust. It’s all a
question of fast adaptation, as I said at the beginning.

If your dreams come true, which digital technology will soon be
invented?
One that will keep me from loosing time in doing manual activities with no
added value such as sorting out and reading e-mails, prooving my identity
with log-ins and access codes, summarizing key information.
I better keep on dreaming for now…
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SELF-DRIVING FUTURE: WILL WE
LEARN TO TRUST IN IT?
Dr David Jackson is a Global Technical Director in the Technology
& Innovation Center at Altran. Through the example of cars, his
article illustrates at which point digital transformation will impact the
products we use each day. It also highlights the challenges it creates.

There is a great deal of discussion in both specialist and general
media about self-driving cars and the role of “artificial intelligence” in
making them possible – but much less conclusive discussion on what
will make such systems acceptably safe. Much discussion has, tragically,
been provoked by recent accidents [1,2]. In these circumstances, it is
appropriate to consider the nature of the technologies promoted for
autonomous vehicles, and the questions of whether, and how, they can
be demonstrated to be acceptably safe.
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Human error as the dominant factor of road accidents
Despite its impressive progress regarding safety, the automotive industry
has not been able to put an end to human errors, the last main factor of
road accidents. Fortunately, autonomous cars could be a game changer.

Driving machines: the solution to further reduce road accidents?
The automotive industry has made great strides in safety, as can be seen
in the reduction of road deaths in recent decades (Figure 1), to the point
where human error is now the dominant factor in the root causes of
road accidents [3]. This is not surprising – research has long shown that the
reliability of human operators in carrying out even well practiced actions
is low [4], and our ability even to recognize unusual situations cannot be
relied on [5]. It is reasonable to ask whether machines can augment or
replace human activities in the driving task.

Figure 1

[1] www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/HWY18FH011-preliminary.aspx
[2] www.ntsb.gov/news/press-releases/Pages/NR20180524.aspx
[3] www.crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812115
[4] Kirwan, B. 1994, A guide to practical human reliability assessment Taylor & Francis
[5] The Invisible Gorilla: And Other Ways Our Intuition Deceives Us, Christopher Chabris & Daniel
Simons 2011
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The potential of Machine Learning techniques to reduce errors
Facing more efficiently the challenges of Machine Learning is key to
better leverage the capabilities.

AI vs humans: who is the best at recognition?
Automated driving systems can take advantage of sensing technologies
beyond human perception (such as radar and lidar) and mechanised
processing is particularly suited to tasks which must be carried out
continually and to a high, consistent, standard – such as detecting hazards
on the road.
Machine learning techniques specifically achieve high levels of
performance in tasks such as recognition [6] which are a particular source
of problems when driving – the NHTSA report cited above identifies 41%
of accidents due to human error as being due to “Recognition error”.
We can recognise that ML algorithms will be challenged by the highly
complex automotive environment, but also note that human reliability
in recognition and control tasks is degraded by novel circumstances and
time pressure.

[6] The 2017 AI Index (http://cdn.aiindex.org/2017-report.pdf) identifies machine object
detection capability as better than human performance.
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AI and autonomous vehicles are still facing issues
Such statistical results may be impressive, but fail to answer the question
of whether we could or should allow high levels of automation in driving:
that requires developing confidence in the performance of machine
learning systems, and communicating that confidence in a way which allows
regulators, legislators, jurists and the public to be comfortable with the results.
There is evidence that we are failing to meet that challenge (Figure 2).
As the accidents mentioned above show, the consequences of failure in
an autonomous vehicle can be severe, but the operation of a machine
learning function is hard to evaluate.
By definition, such systems are trained, rather than designed, to carry
out specific tasks: there is no program source code to capture the
design intent of the software, and variations in training data may result
in unintended consequences – the field has plenty of anecdotes about
expensively constructed models that ended up classifying images
based on weather conditions visible in the background rather than the
foreground objects that the developers intended.

Figure 2
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Extensive testing to build trust
Whether the previously described situations arise from bias in the
data sets, or poor choices of the reward functions, the results can be
offensive, and seemingly hard to fix. We must also consider the effects
of malicious action: attackers can target specific behaviours of machine
learning models, and the ability to cause significant disruption makes
them an attractive target. Robust validation, plus exploitation of multiple
independent sources of information in operation, will be required.

New testing approaches are required
In other critical domains, such as aviation, rail transport, or nuclear power,
software intensive systems are widely developed and deployed, having
been assessed against very stringent failure rate targets (1 failure in 10
hours might be typical). But these levels are achieved by obsessive pursuit
of deterministic behaviour, rigorous elimination of possible defects, and
setting very high standards for test coverage. Such means will not work
when no precise definition of the system’s environment – the road & road
users – is available. At a minimum, the amount of testing appropriate to
establish safe operation to such levels is large; similar considerations apply
to testing of autonomous vehicles.
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Reliable technology for an increasing safety
In spite of this difficulty, there are some encouraging factors,
relating to the implementation environment, the social and political
environment, and the technologies of machine learning itself.

The development of self-driving vehicles: driving factors and
opportunities
The complexities of the driving environment, and the complexity of
an autonomous vehicle, lead us to demand extensive testing with
large data sets. For reasons of robustness and security, we may also
demand an adversarial approach to validation and a high degree of
independence – separate activities focused specifically on exploiting
the weaknesses of a proposed solution. Such requirements increase the
need for tests and for test data still further. Such test programmes would
have been impracticable in the past, but recent advances in storage,
communication, processing and the management of massive data
sets allow extensive campaigns (100000-1000000km) to be considered.
If it becomes acceptable to monitor for unusual behaviour across all the
vehicles of a type (and predictive maintenance as a service would give the
end user a reason to agree to this) then many millions of driven km/miles
can be captured – to some level – in a short space of time.
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Our ultimate goal is to achieve an acceptable level of safety – where
acceptance is ultimately a political (or at least legal) criterion, not a
technical one.
This brings a responsibility to communicate clearly on the features
provided by automated driving and on their intended manner of use,
but opens opportunities for a positive argument in favour of autonomy in
vehicles: The benefits to society of motor transport, and the limited impact
of a typical single accident, allow us to consider statistical measures of
safety – the number of road accidents in a period of time is likely to be
large enough that a reduction in the rate of accidents will be attractive,
even if we can’t guarantee their elimination. This could even be seen as a
moral imperative opposed to the traditional ethical arguments about
autonomous vehicles – if we will statistically save a significant number of
lives by adopting new technology, is it ethical to delay?
There are also technological factors: Machine learning techniques are
proposed that might offer rationales or justifications that could at least
be reviewed or validated before deployment. We might also consider
the fundamental science behind our computational models – traditional
verification approaches to high-assurance systems are based on rigorous
mathematical logic; new models may become available that would allow
rigorous reasoning about a wider class of systems – Professor Valiant’s work
on Probably Approximately Correct algorithms, perhaps. But theoretical
advances might be decades away from practical application.
None of these approaches will completely address the question of
AV acceptability, containing, as it does, regulatory, legal and political
aspects. Resolution will require a range of skills and perspectives, not only
advances in machine learning algorithms and parallel processor design.
The potential benefits – in environmental impact, transport capacity
and in the possible overall reduction in death and injury make the
investigation worth the effort.
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FINDING VALUE IN CONNECTED
HEALTH SOLUTIONS
Tim Bosch is Vice President and Chief Architect for Medical & Life Sciences
at Altran North America. His contribution highlights how much digital
technologies are disrupting the healthcare organization and calling for a
reinvention of roles and value propositions of the ecosystem.
......

The double-edged connected health model
The key for survival in the changing connected health ecosystem is to
embrace radical change toward the patient-centric. Companies failing
to understand that will undoubtedly turn into commodity providers or
be put in great danger.

Embracing change
Over the past few years, the healthcare landscape has been one of the
fastest changing ones, mainly due to three recent trends: the shift to
value-based care, the frenetic technological progress, and the focus on
patient-centric solutions. These revealed many disruptive changes in the
healthcare industry like the use of big data and analytics, amongst many
others. Simultaneously, consumerization, gamification and ubiquitous
connectedness are totally transforming customers’ relationship to
healthcare. A double-edged new model grew out from such a situation:
connected health. Since connected health turns out to be a unique
opportunity for those who embrace it and a mortal danger for those who
don’t, understanding how to find value in that new world is the question
your whole activity needs to be hinged around.
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The re-definition of the healthcare market
Understanding what really lies behind the concept of connected health
is not that easy, particularly as it is linked to a transformation of the
healthcare market’s borders.

Finding value in a new world
Connected health is the use of technology to connect healthcare providers
and patients with information drawn from multiple sources to achieve
several goals: more engagement from the patient, more efficiency and
productivity for manufacturers, a better patient-centric context and a
better care provided. While there’s no doubt on how beneficial and
disruptive for everyone connected health is, keeping its definition in mind
is not that obvious, and finding value in it is still challenging for many
businesses. What is more, not only your path to growth is transforming,
but the healthcare market itself is also modernizing, as barriers are being
removed, and new players can now appear from everywhere. GAFAs are
the most representative and thus the most dangerous participants.
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The emergence of system based business models
Understanding what really lies behind the concept of connected health
is not that easy, particularly as it is linked to a transformation of the
healthcare market’s borders.

Adapting to new ecosystems
Embracing such a disruptive innovation requires primarily to change your
whole way of thinking. Considering the figure below, you need to be
able to see beyond the diagram endpoints and envision the value in the
set of connections emanating from your current position, which basically
means rethinking your business model itself through a broad and holistic
approach. You must shift away from your traditional marketing view of your
own value and adapt the deepest roots of your business to the changing
and converging ecosystem around you and the evolving customers’
needs. That is the way you will be able to determine how to leverage value
from your current assets and what additional assets or capabilities are
needed. System thinking is a necessary step to survive and prosper.
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The failure of traditional methods
Once your root revenue model is rethought, your whole strategy is to
be adapted.

Adjusting your strategy
Many companies are treating connected health as a “special initiative”
side project, placing their trust in their traditional IT staff and failing to
look into the operational requirements of connected health. Secondly, too
many companies are still opting for organizational structures with clear
separation between engineering disciplines and product teams, which
makes it impossible to pursue the multi-discipline needs of connected
health. Thirdly, you must find the right partners because you can’t do
this without a reliable third-party to assist you with this “re-thinking”.
Collaboration is now a necessity given the increasing technical complexity
and the multiple disciplines that need to be brought together to create
meaningful, value-driven solutions.
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91%

of industrial companies are investing in Digital Factories

75%

potential increase in shop floor productivity with collaborative
robotics

66%

of Industrial IoT early adopters consider IoT is now critical to achieve
competitive advantage

$421Bn

could be saved annually by introduction of industry 4.0
technologies in industrial operations

OPERATIONS X.0

The real problem is not whether
machines think but whether men do.
B.F Skinner
Psychologist & inventor
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MEET ONE OF US:
RAMON ANTELO
My name is Ramon Antelo and, as Managing Director of
the WCC Advanced Manufacturing, I am currently helping
customers in deciding what is the best way forward
to take advantage of emerging technologies in the
manufacturing environment.

How would you define digital transformation?
I think it is simply using the existing technologies based on electronics
and software to change the performance of operations and customer
relationships. Similar to what happened with machine power, computers,
robots and so on; the only difference is the current pace of innovation,
that is far faster than it was decades ago, and forces companies to adopt
technologies even more quickly.
In which area do you see Digital solutions changing the way your clients
run their operations?
Fundamentally, in three ways: firstly, they can use advanced analytics and
artificial intelligence to process the amount of data the sensors can gather
to better understand their processes and manufacturing operations, and
thus give them more insight on how to change them; secondly, the ability
to interconnect machines, humans and products to react faster to changes
in the environment and adapt to new challenges and needs; lastly, the
extensive use of friendly user interfaces (augmented reality, virtual reality,
touch screens, wearables, haptic gloves, brain interfaces, etc.) makes it
easier for humans to interact with systems and machines.
What would you say is the most wide-spread and most inaccurate myth
about Digital Transformation ?
That Digital Transformation is a disruption; for me, a disruption happens
when a country invades your homeland, or when something abrupt happens
that changes your life. Digital technologies have been entering our lives
for a long time now, and they are gradually permeating our everyday
life. For sure this will impact operations, but more gradually than we are
sometimes led to think.
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Which tech or family of tech do you consider as the most transformative
so far? And for the future?
The most transformative so far is communications technology, which has
changed our lives over the last fifteen years (yes, only 15 years). For the
future, I think that the integration of digital technologies in our biology
(sensors integrated within our body, augmented reality integrated in our
visual system, brain interfaces, macrocellular clusters, etc.) and quantum
computing, increasing computing power a thousand fold , will surely be the
game changers.
What is the project that you are the most proud of?
The work we are doing with a Pharmaceutical company to dramatically
increase the production of some medicines that are needed in the world,
partially solving a health problem. It is not technically complex, but the
purpose of the project is what fulfils me.
What do you think is the most difficult challenge in making Digital
Transformation real today?
It is real today; check your emails in your phone!
What do you think are the top 3 recommendations to succeed in digital
transformation projects?
Be natural (this is not a monster, and you are dealing with it, and your kids
are using digital technologies), embrace those technologies in the same way
that you have with others in the past (with a sound business view, and not
driven by fancy), enjoy the journey and use it to explore new ideas.
If your dreams come true, which digital technology will soon be invented?
Storage of my whole personality in a cube so that when my body
decays, I (my consciousness) can be transferred to another, younger
body; this is immortality.
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VIRTUAL ENGINEERING &
DIGITAL CONTINUITY
Corinne Jouanny is an Altran Group Innovation Officer. She
introduces here the benefits and challenges of virtual engineering
and the digitalization of R&D and engineering activities.

What engineer has not dreamt of having a digital virtual cockpit for
his products and projects, with a comprehensive, up-to-date digital
representation of his concept – as designed, as built, as operated, as
maintained? Over the last few years, virtual engineering has brought
this dream ever closer to reality.
Virtual engineering is not simply a process whereby engineers build and
work on a real-time digital clone of their product features. Leveraging IoT,
Analytics and now Machine Learning technologies, virtual engineering is
indeed a comprehensive system gathering all data about the products
and systems engineered. This data flows at every stage of the lifecycle –
design, engineering, manufacturing, operations, maintenance – and must
be merged into a single system to provide predictive and prescriptive
insights that will optimize product design.
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The rise of an integrated engineering ecosystem model
& digital continuity
As model-based system engineering is now widespread, pioneering
companies are already exploring new models where all stakeholders
collaborate in an integrated engineering ecosystem.

Transforming suppliers and end-users into co-designers
Model-Based engineering refers to the use of system and components
models (structural, functional, behavioral ...) as the primary tool for
specification, design and early verification and validation. It is also a
very efficient channel for information exchange between engineering
teams and disciplines. It is already widely used and has become almost a
standard for companies developing and manufacturing complex products
in transportation sectors. The most advanced companies have now created
integrated engineering ecosystems with their suppliers, where data flows
along a seamless unique model-centric engineering process. Suppliers,
system operators and even end-users are becoming co-designers and
co-participants in this integrated engineering process. A European
automotive OEM, pioneer in this approach, has more than 4,200 R&D
users from more than 100 companies worldwide working on the same
central product model.
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Building an end-to-end digital product lifecycle management
Digital continuity is a continuum from design intent to certification and
into the in-service world. Whatever the sector, companies are aiming
to build/deploy an end-to-end digital product lifecycle management
system. It starts with a full digital/dynamic Digital Mock-Up: a description
of the product, merging different perspectives (functional, physics-based
...) into a unified 1D/2D/3D representation, for the entire life cycle. Some,
especially in the Energy & Oil & Gas sectors, go further by adding digital
BIM (Building information modeling). This process involves generation
and management of digital representations of physical and functional
characteristics of sites for power plant or for plant commissioning and
decommissioning.
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The Challenges of virtual engineering
Implementing virtual engineering is not easy. Companies must still
solve a number of key issues in order to benefit from its advantages.

Modernizing legacy systems
The first challenge is related to legacy IT systems. The complications
regarding digitization of old programs (many still use paper documents)
is well demonstrated in projects involving the management of Standards
Operating Instructions. Many production sites still use a vast amount of
paper when dealing to operators trainings, operations guidelines, or tasks
sequences. In a world where portable connected devices are everywhere,
such paper based systems need to be fundamentally revisited to go
digital, facilitate information sharing and feedback loop, and also process
different types of engineering information (legacy 2D scanned or 3D
models) in order to obtain the target dynamic digital model.
Integration of product modeling and simulation tools within the Product
Lifecycle Management environment is another challenge, as current solutions
are more aggregations of tools than fully integrated engineering solutions.
Even if the standardization of APIs and models is facilitating the building of
an integrated engineering solution, building an extended workflow across
multiple teams and organizations remain a complex operation.
Along their experience, companies have adopted the optimum tooling
solution for each engineering activity, and formalized their core know-how
(methods, models ...) on top of it. Moving to simpler (because fullyintegrated) but different off-the-shelf PLM solutions creates critical change
management issues : how to transfer the legacy knowledge? How to adopt
proven legacy methods to this new environment?
Altran
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Designing a new engineering experience

“Multi-disciplinary teams have to adopt full digital
co-design by ensuring that key parameters for
manufacturing and maintenance are considered in the
product design phase” - Corinne Jouanny, Altran
But how can it be made easy and efficient? Augmented Reality
and Virtual Reality can serve as solutions to facilitate sharing and
collaboration. At the same time, data availability, integrity and security has
to be ensured from “source to user.” Implementing easy-to-use, end-toend digital mock-ups across the various functions of the product lifecycle
is the key challenge here.
Implementation of virtual engineering and its integration into the digital
continuum is no easy task. It that it must be done using the right digital
touchpoints. This means that the business drivers must be understood
in order to introduce one or more digital features in the industrial world.
In the case of Aircraft OEMs for example, a classical business driver is
the increase in delivery rate to customers. And airlines customers are
very demanding, specifically while inspecting aircraft delivery: they are
particularly careful of any detail, from aircraft paint to cabin interiors. In
a project involving operators, cabin designers and engineers, one of our
customers then developed a new digital touchpoint using 3D augmented
reality to install and inspect business-class seats without damaging them.

Changing culture and skillsets
Users are eager to move to digital but they need to be involved in the way
these digital solutions are defined, if not there is a clear risk to provide
modern but inadequate answers to their day-to-day business problems.
Adoption is key and requires a strong change management approach.
Anticipating that and preparing them for these transformations is crucial.
The introduction of digital tools and robotics must go along with training
solutions. This will help to reduce the learning curve associated with these
new techniques, increase the competence level of all teams involved and
properly enhance the skills of people when it comes to working side-by-side
with robots. Once again, Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality can be
useful tools to tackle this human interaction challenge and to train people.
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The benefits of virtual engineering
In a world where R&D and engineering are under growing pressure to
manage exponential complexity, in shorter time to market than ever, and
with the risks of disruptions spreading, transforming ER&D with digital
technologies is the cornerstone of innovation strategies.
It improves the associated work order process, makes it possible to time
operations appropriately, helps to re-think the ergonomic aspect and
manage ongoing work, and facilitates the homogenization of practices
inside the ecosystem. Going beyond quality and engineering, digitally
transformed R&D has a strong financial impact. Our most advanced
customers in the automotive industry ambition to decrease design costs
by 50% with digital mock-ups, and powertrain development costs by 30%
thanks to digital engineering.
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THE IMPACTS OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
ON THE INDUSTRY OF THE FUTURE
Pascal Brier is Senior Executive Vice-president in charge
of Strategy, Technology & Innovation. This article explores
some of the many ways in which digital technologies
disrupt industrial operations.

Industry is set for a real revolution. The arrival of digital technologies has
led to reviewing the whole production system, and even the way products
are designed.
Digital technologies and connectivity, cobotics, additive manufacturing
and virtual reality: the juxtaposition of these technological innovations
creates a cyber-physical environment that results in completely rethinking
the way assets and industrial processes work. The industry of the future will
be an industry in the era of the digital revolution, capable of producing
more smartly, more efficiently, more quickly, more safely, and more cleanly.
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Improved performance and flexibility
By making self-regulated, self-monitoring and on-demand production
possible, connectivity reduces costs while enhancing client satisfaction
– and thus revenues.

Real-time management of the production system
Being interconnected, the means of production will be able to not only
self-regulate by reacting immediately to any problems but also to selfmonitor with preventive maintenance made possible by multiple sensors.
This will mean a significant decrease in random events and delays. And in
addition, by having full control over their production system, manufacturers
will be able to produce on demand. The objective is “zero stock” with
a consequently drastic reduction in the costs generated by unsold items.
Pascal Brier quotes the example of the pharmaceutical industry: “it’s
possible to imagine that in the future certain medicines and medical devices
will be manufactured singly, on the basis of the needs of consumers”.
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Increased productivity
Technologies like cobots or exoskeletons increase both productivity
and safety.

Doing it better, doing it safer
Collaborative robots (cobots) will significantly increase the productivity
of operators and improve their safety and well-being. “For example, in
the aviation industry, there are often voluminous or very heavy parts to
be handled and work may be carried out at great heights. In the future,”
explains Pascal Brier, “thanks to the use of exoskeletons with articulated
arms, operators will be able to carry out these tasks without damaging
their backs, or having to go back and forth on bridges or ladders”.
......

A massive reorganization of the supply chain
Economies of scale are no longer driving industries as 3D printing
accelerates the swift to local production.

Additive manufacturing and the emergence of local micro-factories
Traditional production models sometimes lead to having to relocate certain
factories in order to make them profitable by producing a lot at low cost.
Additive manufacturing does not have the same problem: it is profitable
even if it only produces a few parts. Its appearance is therefore bringing
about a paradigm shift: the emergence of local micro-factories. Thanks
to 3D printing, they will be able to maintain and repair all industrial goods
locally. Which means that in the future, if you need a part for your car, it
can be produced directly in the garage closest to you, rather than being
ordered from the factory. Pascal Brier enthuses: “We are in the process of
inventing an economy that complements the traditional factories that are
based on a Taylorism model.”.
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Mass customization
Thanks to digital technologies, companies will soon be able to do what
customers have been requesting for a long time: customized offerings. It
does not mean that is does not imply challenges.

The era of extreme personalization
Henri Ford said, “You can choose any colour for the Model T Ford, as long
as it’s black.” The industry of the future is based on the opposite principle:
we are entering the era of mass customization, where production
responds to demand, where Virtual Reality makes it possible to push the
limits of the imagination ever further. This opens great possibilities for
agile businesses able to make it a real business lever.
Obviously, digital transformation is not a straightforward exercise. We
need to be able to identify the right technologies, ensure the commitment
of both operators and supervisors, and rely on the support of experts. And,
like all revolutions, this one has begun silently: we are in a transition phase,
which is likely to last another decade.
Nonetheless, Pascal Brier asserts that industry must prepare itself and
understand the impacts and challenges this new revolution will bring. The
movement is in gear and the transformation is on its way. The industry of
the future will soon meet up with the present.
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HUMAN OPERATORS AT THE CENTER
OF THE INDUSTRY 4.0
Frédéric Dabe, Solution Director for Advanced Manufacturing at Altran, and
Delphie Boutin, Project Manager at EMC2, led the project to create and publish a
guide concerning the role of operators in Industry of the future. They emphasize
how the digital transformation is providing humans with new tools and ways of
working which are key for the success of Industry 4.0 projects.
Industry of the Future cannot happen without a human dimension.
The guide provide tools and recommendations to optimize the value
created by individuals during this process. The full version is available
for download at http://www.pole-emc2.fr/livre-blanc.html

Industry of tomorrow will be human-centered
Technology is no longer the limiting factor for the evolution of industry
(was it ever?). More than ever, the transformation of manufacturing
depends on adoption of technologies by operators, managers and leaders
in the production sector. Integrating technology within a human-centered
approach is the key challenge of Industry 4.0.
- Humans are creators of value: What are the factors driving
performance and what technological solutions can improve efficiency?
- Humans are architects of transformation: How should companies
be organized to ensure that humans remain at the center of their
transformation projects?
- Humans are accelerators of innovation: How can we identify essential
actors for the development and roll-out of solutions?
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Augmenting humans with technology
Digital Technologies can facilitate and improve the efficiency of
human operations in many ways:
- Facilitating access to knowledge and experience-sharing: with
digitized workstation, instructions, e-learning or training based on
virtual reality environments
- Enhancing operator capacities: physical, sensory, cognitive and
communications skills can be drastically improved with exoskeletons,
wearables, augmented reality applications, drones and chatbots
- Reinforcing motivation, innovation and commitment. Attitude plays
a key role in value creation, whether in terms of company projects,
daily work, teamwork, or contribution to change. With the proper
communication and roadmap, investment in new tools for the workforce
will become a new driver for motivation and an accelerator for change

More to read
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Key Technologies affecting operators in Industry of the future
E-learning uses multimedia and Internet technologies to facilitate access
to a wide variety of training content. The combination of e-Learning,
artificial experience and conversational agents takes the user experience
and learning quality to new heights.
Digitization of the workstation helps operators carry out their tasks,
particularly by replacing paper operating instructions with multimedia
support and applications.
Cobots: Collaborative robots designed to operate in the very same
environments as humans can make a big change on the shop floor:
combining the qualities of humans with the tireless precision of machines
can provide unmatched efficiency for the production process.
Wearable connected objects are electronic devices fitted with sensors
and connectivity, designed to be worn either on the body or in clothing.
They can provide extra safety monitoring as well as physical monitoring of
workers, helping to limit exposure to muscular disorders.
Augmented reality uses devices to overlay objects, contextual menus
or information in the operator’s field of vision (glasses, goggles) or
superimpose a scene in real time (tablet). It provides a world of new
possibilities for remote guidance of complex operations.
Virtual Reality solutions project users to the center of a virtual world,
where they can move around inside the model, act on certain elements
and occasionally experience certain sensations thanks to haptic devices.
They prove helpful in training on new workstations or experiments with
non-routine situations.
Drones: unmanned aerial vehicles, either remote-controlled or
autonomous, can monitor and inspect areas where humans have difficulty
seeing with their own eyes.
Chatbots: conversational agents which can be accessed with natural
language, have the ability to browse, search and filter huge amounts
of data and provide the right information at the right time to support
operators.
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Exoskeleton is an articulated piece of equipment attached to the body
that maintains and/or enhances the physical capacity of the wearer.
Exoskeletons may be motorized or mechanical. They simplify work in
awkward positions (e.g. arms above shoulder height, crouching position,
carrying heavy loads, etc.) and/or physically demanding activities.
Zero-gravity devices reduce the weight of a tool or item to be carried
while allowing normal handling of the object in question. In some cases
they are partly motorized and fitted with effort feedback mechanisms to
give the operator an idea of the actual weight being lifted.
Smart Tools are connected, giving them a certain degree of intelligence
by including functions such as geolocation or dynamic configuration in
accordance with real-time measurements.
IIOT Platforms may incorporate all factory data comping from systems,
sensors and operators, enabling workers to access a greater number of
job-based applications using a shared data set.
Mobile Apps may be intended for use on wearable devices such as
watches, armbands, mobile phones or tablets. The main benefit is
hypermobility, as summarized by the ACATAWAD concept: Any Content,
Anytime, Anywhere, Any Device.
Collaborative Communication Platforms offer community-wide
improvements. There are many options on the market which will facilitate
experience-sharing and synchronization of teams on company projects
Data science & AI will help build insights from the ocean of data:
detection of weak signals, predictive maintenance, optimization of
production.
Simulation makes it possible to virtually test the impact of modification
of a single factor on the overall system model. It serves in particular to
test behaviors in case of exceptional situations or complex systems with
multiple interdependent workstations.
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Humans as architects of transformation
Don’t know where to start?
Deciding which technological solution to embrace and when to integrate it
to create a competitive edge is not an easy decision.
We have defined a structured model to assess the maturity of a given
solution in this specific perspective:
The development of a new technology is traditionally measured through the
TRL, Technology Readiness Level, which provides a chronological indicator
of technology maturity.
But to take into account industrial issues and adoption by staff, our
framework includes two additional measurements:
- HRL,

Human Readiness Level, which estimates adoption potential of the
technical solution by human operators.
-M
 RL, Manufacturing Readiness Level, which designates integration of
the solution specifically within a given sector or company. This indicator
complements the TRL by analyzing possible blocking points such as
interfaces, necessary infrastructure and relevant regulations.
The combination of these three tools, TRL, HRL and MRL, provides a
comprehensive understanding of the activities to be performed, allows
for enhanced definition of the actors and better monitoring of the state of
progress of the project, while improving commitment by taking into account
the human factor. This is a key step in setting up a roadmap that will position
the operators at the center of Industry 4.0.

More to read
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The full version of this article is available for download with the evaluation of
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"There is no digital strategy,
just strategies in
a digital world"
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CONCLUSION
With an expected USD 1.1 Trillion invested in Digital
Transformation programs in 2018, Digitalization
is affecting all industries and all departments of
corporate organizations.
A holistic approach to digital transformation must address its three main
dimensions: reinventing Customer Engagement, reshuffling business
models and the portfolio of offerings, and reorganizing operations to
leverage digital efficiencies. Each company needs to find its own path
and priorities with governance balanced between top management and
operational entities. Attaining this clear ambition, organization, and a
roadmap for digital transformation are the main challenges and set the
cornerstone for successful transformation.
Another key consideration is that Digital transformation is not a specific
initiative or project; it is a long continuous journey. Technological disruptions
are still on their way and companies must prepare for a long period of
turbulence and adaptation. Developing a culture and an organization for
continuous innovation and transformation is key to meeting the marathon
of digital challenges. ln this perspective, transformation initiatives must
manage both a process of continuous ideation and an efficient, agile,
implementation engine to ensure progressive, agile and modular value
generation. Only 15% of companies were able to quantify ROI for their
Digital transformation initiatives – It is no wonder that so many projects are
given up: any initiative which aims to seriously transform an organization and
requires investment must offer clear and measurable business value. ln this
regard, experience proves that smart applications of more mature digital
technologies can often provide the most dramatic short-term benefits, as
opposed to opting for the last wave of emerging technologies.
Technology is key - but the focus must be on business value.
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Taking this idea further, significant business value can only be achieved with
scale and adoption. Managing change in working methods, tools, contents
and organization is the basic task of digital transformers. Transformation
is change. And change is difficult. A shared roadmap and governance for
digital transformation is a necessary starting point, but
the challenge of adoption must be embedded in each change initiative.
Change must generate value for the user of the service, whether internal
or external. The right technology mix is a result of a good understanding
of user expectations, and not the opposite - Pragmatically, digitally
transformed services will only succeed if they are able to propose a superior
user experience design which leads to adoption, if not enthusiasm.

Digitally transformed services will only succeed if they
are able to propose a superior user experience which
leads to adoption.
Now, it is easier to write down all these principles in a booklet than to
implement them, particularly in an increasingly constrained world. There
are many new skills needed to complete the Digital Journey: Ergonomists,
Designers, Software engineers, Data Scientists, loT developers,
Cybersecurity experts, etc... How do we assemble such a composite
panorama of expertise? Where do we find those ones who can combine
expertise in their domain and the understanding of your industry's
specificities? The ecosystem plays a vital role in the reallocation of limited
human and financial means in the digital world. Your partners' ecosystem
must not only be able to assemble the rare expertise that you cannot source
internally, but it also must also be able to combine this pool of skills with indepth knowledge of industry challenges.
ln this avalanche of technology, ignoring any of the three dimensions of
digital transformation is a serious danger. But blindly making an all-digital
move is an equal threat to business. Digital transformation must remain
grounded in the reality of the industry, of human operations and behaviorin a word, our physical world: the fourth dimension.
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About Altran
As a global leader in Engineering and R&D services (ER&D),
Altran offers its clients a new way to innovate by developing the
products and services of tomorrow.
Altran works alongside its clients on every link in the value chain
of their project, from conception to industrialization. For over
thirty years, the Group has provided its expertise to key players
in the Aerospace, Automotive, Defence, Energy, Finance, Life
Sciences, Railway, and Telecom sectors, among others and is
present in over 20 countries.
www.altran.com
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